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the validity of the plaintiff's claim The cluef has, of course,
no further defence , a decree is therefoie passed, and his
estate is attached
We shall return to this subject in a following Chapter,
meanwhile, ^ e beg of our readers to believe that although we
have selected a pi eminent case as best suited to the purpose
of illustration, we ha\e, nevertheless, truly described a system
which, with local modifications, still exists throughout the
province of Goozeratx
1 Mr Elphmstone, in A d  1821, alludes to this subject, in speaking
*	of the hardship felt by the ryots from the exaction of the debts con
tracted by them during the Mahratta government, under the decrees
' of the Adawlut'
' The root of the grievance,' ho bays,   seems to bo in the readiness with
4 which a bond is admitted as suffacient evidence of the justice of a claim
In this case it is by no means so, for a lyot is easily drawn by occasional
advances and partial payments into a complicated account, which
' it is impossible for him to unravel    This account presents a great
' balance in the lender's favour, and as the practice is for the ryot to
' give up his produce each year in part payment, and to take an advance
 *	to enable him to go on with the nest, he is so completely in the lender's
' power that he would sign anything rather than disoblige him    The
' remedy, therefore, is to settle that in new provinces a bond shall not
' be conclusive when originating in an old debt of a ryot, but that his
' whole account shall be examined as if no bond had been executed, and
 *	only the amount which shall then appear fair decreed to the plaintiff
' If the debts could be paid by instalments, regulated by the amount
' of the ryot's payment to government, it would complete the removal
' of the evil, but, at all events, steps should be taken to prohibit the
' sale of a ryot's cattle and implements of husbandry in satisfaction of
' debts'
The Mongol Tartars appear to suffer at the hands of Chinese usurers
m the same way that the Koonbees of Goozerat do at the hands of the
Waneeas,—
'" They came to us," says a Mongol, " imploring alms, we allowed
' them out of compassion to cultivate a little ground, and the Mongols
' followed their example They drank the Chinese wine, and smoked
' their tobacco,—on credit they bought their cloth, and then, when the
 *	tune came for settling accounts, all was charged forty or fifty per cent
 *	more than its value. Then the Mongols were forced to leave alt—houses,
' lands, and flocks
f * Could you not ask justice from the tribunals ?
'' Oh, that is impossible ' The Kitat knows how to speak and to
' lie—a Mongol can never gain a law suit from a Chinese My lord Lamas,—
' all 13 lost for the kingdom of Geohekten " '

